LORELEI
As recorded by Styx
(From the 1975 Album EQUINOX)

Transcribed by Tone Jone’s

A Intro

When I think of Lorelei, my head turns all around.
Gentle as a butterfly, she moves without a sound.

B Verse
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Call her on the telephone, she says be there by

To night's the night she's moving in
I can hardly wait
The way she moves, ooh-
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I gotta say

Lorelei let's live
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Brighter than the stars
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Lorelei let's live
Brighter than the stars
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eyes be come a Paradise, she softly speaks my name

brigh tens every lonely night, no one's quite the same
calls me on the telephone, she says be there by eight
night's the night she's moving in, it's time to celebrate
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